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Romulus Ledbetter wasn't continuously homeless. He as soon as used to be a loyal husband,
father, and musician with a brilliant future. He now The Caveman's Valentine forages for meals
within the trash cans of the city's higher neighborhoods and wages a strenuous one-man
struggle opposed to Cornelius Gould Stuyvesant, an evil -- and imaginary -- energy dealer
who's accountable for society's ills, in addition to the sinister Y- and Z-rays which are corrupting
humankind. Then one wintry night, Rom reveals a corpse on the mouth of his cave that rouses
his well-defined experience of ethics and launches him on an obsessive quest for answers.
compelled to reconnect with society, Rom leaves his international and trips via a spiraling net of
clues and hunches, immediately right into a sinister den of money, temptation, and
murder--otherwise referred to as the "civilized" world.
Romulus Ledbetter is among the such a lot ordinary protagonists that i've got met The
Caveman's Valentine in a protracted while. and that i chanced on myself not just intrigued by
way of his complicated personality yet liking him very much. Rom was an excellent piano
scholar on the Julliard tuition of Music. He used to be a ask yourself at the keyboard and his
compositions have been extraordinary, in response to his peers, professors and different
musicians. whilst his girlfriend, Sheila, obtained pregnant, he married her and give up tuition to
get a role that paid sufficient to aid his new family. Then he started to appear strange behavior,
which grew more and more worse. He stopped making music, left his loved daughter and wife,
and moved right into a cave. That was once years The Caveman's Valentine ago. medical
professionals clinically determined him as a "well compensated" paranoid, with, perhaps, a few
schizophrenic overtones. he's deemed "well compensated" because, even supposing he lives in
a shallow collapse long island City's Inwood Park, he's in a position to look after himself. He
grows his personal nutrients through the hotter months and scavenges in the course of the
winter. Of course, it is helping that his daughter Lulu, a NYPD cop, retains an eye fixed on him.
And, while he's not having "fits," his good judgment is simply superb and his excessive IQ
shines through. he's referred to as "The Caveman" via all who understand him or understand of
him. Hallucinations, visions of his ex-wife, Sheila, taking a look as younger as she did after they
have been first married, preserve showing earlier than his eyes. She scolds him and dispenses
recommendation as needed. Lulu visits him, in truth - now not one other figment of his mind's
eye - and loves her father, who's nonetheless as style and loving to her as he was once whilst
she used to be a bit girl. Rom is confident guy via the identify of Cornelus Gould Stuyvesant
controls the realm with Y-rays from the pinnacle of the Chrysler Building. He believes that he
was once dropped at Stuyvesant's recognition simply because he's a "free" man! And this
curdles Stuyvesant's blood! A "free guy busting via to his personal divinity, right?" "Ghetto child
making it at Julliard. creating a identify for himself? younger composer? Hot, jumping? Getting
his notes directly from God." He additionally believes that his brain is inhabited by means of
moth-like angels. On an extremely chilly evening on February 14, Rom hears the sound of
footsteps outdoors his cave. Swaddled in numerous coats and blankets, he leaves his take care
of and unearths The Caveman's Valentine a frozen body. He is familiar with that this isn't simply
one other homeless guy who iced over to death. the individual that made the sound of footsteps

most likely left the physique at his entrance door, he deduces. The frozen corpse could not have
walked there. The useless guy is handsome, and well-dressed, and not using a mark on his
body, in accordance with the scientific examiner. His pockets identity finds his name, Andrew
Scott Gates, an unemployed model. Rom insists that he observed a guy in a posh white coat
riding a complicated white motor vehicle leaving the "crime scene." Rom is decided to discover
the murderer, even supposing the police, who forget about his ramblings, be certain that the
dying used to be because of unintended hypothermia. But, Romulus stumbled on Gates The
Caveman's Valentine and his feel of justice and accountability kicks in. Of course, he's confident
that Stuyvesant, or certainly one of his minions, is the killer. Rom is pressured to reconnect with
society as a result of his investigation. He leaves the slim The Caveman's Valentine confines of
his cave and trips into the broader world, attempting to hold his matches at bay. A homeless exlover of Scott's tells him that the homicide was once perpetrated through the well-known avantgarde photographer, David Leppenraub. Leppenraub, based on rumor, is into medicines and
sadomasochistic behavior. Apparently, Scott used to be the version Leppenraub utilized The
Caveman's Valentine in so much of his strange photographs. Rom hooks up with a former
fellow pupil and musician who is aware Leppenraub, and manages to wangle a call for
participation to at least one of the photographer's events with the certainty The Caveman's
Valentine that he'll play for his supper, so as to speak. Of course, he hasn't touched a piano in
years. because The Caveman's Valentine the tale unfolds, the reader is stuck up in a story of
deception, violence, secret and a man's fight opposed to his madness. the most attentiongrabbing features of the unconventional is viewing the area via Romulus' occasionally
deranged, occasionally virtually basic mind. The tremendous good written narrative is quirky
and sometimes humorous. And the characters, specially the protagonist's, are The Caveman's
Valentine rather well developed. i actually beloved this most unusual novel and hugely suggest
it.
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